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aspects to Brennan's character? How do you 
audience to the tonal and formal preoccupations 
s writing within the boundaries of a dramatic 

answer when discussing The Talk of the Town is, 
cannot. Emma Donoghue set herself no easy task as a 

in her ambitious attempt to condense the life and 
work of the enigmatic Irish-American writer Maeve Brennan 
into a one hour and forty-five minute dramatic performance 
set between 1949 (the year she began her career at the New 
Yorker) and the 1960s. Staged during the Dublin Theatre 
Festival in the Project Arts Centre from October 1-14,2012, 
and directed by Annabelle Comyn, The Talk of the Town sees 
Donoghue present a disappointing and more than slightly 
fuaccurate portrayal of the character of Maeve Brennan. 

Donoghue chooses to focus on Brennan's introduction to 
the male-dominated commotion of the New Yorker offices 
with the action then quickly moving along to Brennan's 
marriage to St. Clair McKelway and progressing to her 
gradual psychological turmoil. This results in a dramatic 
staging ' of Brennan's breakdown and culminates in 
Donoghue's portrayal of Brennan picking up the pieces ofher 
failed marriage_and ailing career and attempting to recuperate 
through a renewed focus on her writing. Throughout the piece 
we are presented with short respites from the downstage 
action of Brennan's contemporary reality with the upstage 
scenes depicting enactments of Brennan's fictional short 
stories. The play has four main protagonists: Brennan 
(Catherine Walker), William Shawn (Lorcan Cranitch), who 
is really a composite ofWilliam Maxwell and William Shawn, 
St. Clair McKelway (Owen McDonnell), and Charles Addams 
(Darragh Kelly). Along with the minor characters playing the 
nameless man, woman, and young girl in the short-story 
scenes, the restricted cast and stage space creates an atmos
phere of intense focus and attention. upon the interaction 
between the characters as well as the ;ometimes jarring leap 
from scene to scene. The short piece also ·sees the stage space 
encompass multiple temporalities from Brennan's life and 
career including the New Yorker offices, various apartments 
Brennan shared with her husband McKelway, rooms at the 
Algonquin Hotel, as well as the upstage comer that serves as 
the platform for the staging ofBrennan's fictional stories. The 
cast then quickly, though at times awkwardly, maneuver props 
across this open space in order to effect scene and location 
change. The progressive clutter and madness of the stage also 
acts as a direct reflection and manifestation of Brennan's 

increasing psychological agitation. 
Donoghue disappoints with her decision to focus so 

closely on Brennan's turbulent marriage with St. Clair 
McKelway as well as her misrepresentation ofBrennan 's short 
stories. Fans and scholars of Brennan's fiction will be discon
certed to see the way in which ~Donoghue takes creative 
license to insinuate a connection between the upstage action 
of the short stories and the downstage action depicting Bren
nan's career and marriage. In her staging of Brennan's short 
stories, Donoghue specifically chooses to focus on the stories 
centering around Hubert and Rose Derdon but alters the 
family dynamic ofBrennan's narratives by replacing their son, 
John, with the figure of a little girl. Throughout these stories 
Brennan uses a technique of flashback narration to depict 
Rose Derdon's childhood familial experiences. It is these 

Town, the childhood events that adult Rose recalls become 
staged concurrently with events that Brennan depicts as 

occurring later in her married life to Hubert. It is, in particular, 
the father-daughter relationship between Rose and her father 
that is manipulated by Donoghue. In one scene we see the 
figure of the young girl briskly eating her breakfast before 
attempting to hug her father as she leaves for school. The 
mother's brusque edict that the girl should not be "bothering 
her father" recalls the family dynamic remembered by Rose 
Derdon in "A Young Girl can Spoil her Chances." Donoghue 
then complicates an already convoluted characterization 
choice by jumping back and forth between incidents and 
characters from Brennan's autobiographical stories and her 
fictional stories and, at times, mixing the t\Vo. For instance, 
Donoghue depicts the little girl talking animatedly to her 
father about how, when she grows up, she wants to be "a 
famous writer." To which her doting father replies, "that's my 
clever girl." Those unfamiliar with Brennan's work cannot be 

blamed for making the logical leap of connecting the upstage 
and downstage action and assuming that the little girl is 
Brennan as a child. However, considering that Donoghue's 
audience also witnesses this young girl enacting scnes from 
Brennan's fictional stories, this is a misleading connection to 
make: There is an autobiographical story in which Brennan, 
not Rose Derdon, talks about what she wants to be when she 
grows up ("The Clever One"). She is in conversation with her 
sister Derry and it is not writing she has in mind-'" When I 
grow up,' I said to Derry, 'I'm going to be a famous actress."' 
Donoghue not only inserts aspects of the real-life experiences 
of Brennan into the fictional mouth of this little girl charac
ter, but she also makes semantic adjustments to better fit the 
context of the play. By replacing "actress" with "writer" 
Donoghue cements false parallels between the action that 
occurs in the short story scenes and Brennan's actual child
hood experience. The real experiences of Maeve Brennan 
become muddled within the fictional milieu of the Derd~n 
'household. This bas the effect of creating a causal linkag~ 
between Brennan's fictional marital/familial portraits and her 
own personal issues with McKelway. One must question·. 
whether Donoghue is pe~haps attempting to open debate about 
potential personal overtures in Brennan's fictional stories. In 
the same vein, is she attempting to use Brennan's fiction as a 
relief against which Brennan's personal relationships might be 
better understood and explained? The constant intermeshing 
of Brennan's fictional and non-fictional stories and experi
e.nces as well as the creative license that Donoghue takes in 

her manipulation of characters and script results in an 
altogether false picture of Maeve Brennan being created. A 
stronger contrast needed to be drawn between Brennan's 
fictional creations and her real-life experiences in order for 
Donoghue's audience to be able to appreciate the fact that the 
life ofBrennan' s stories and Brennan's separate life story each 
had their own unique complexities. By combining the two in 
this way Donoghue risks allowing her audience to walk away 
from this production with an uncomfortably neat explanation 
for Brennan's elusive psychopathology. 

Similarly; Donoghue's focus on Brennan's marriage to 
McKelway as well as her growing, dependence on alcohol 
come across as causative factors in her developing mental 
illness. Donoghue depicts them as being the reason behind 
Brennan's frustrating case of writer's block as well as her 
disintegrating relationships with those closest to her. How
ever, the insightful research in Angela Bourke's biography of 
Brennan (Maeve Brennan: Homesick at the New Yorker, 
2004) opens up a rather more complex reading. The failed 
relationships, alcohol dependency, and writer's block instead, 

experiential reminiscences that Donoghue then uses when, become symptomatic of a deeper at:xiety in Brennan rather .. 

staging the figure of her nameless young girl. In Talk of the 

Oscar's Mirror 

than causes ofherunhappiness. We are talking about a woman 
that proudly wore afainne pin proclaiming her Irish language 
fluency as a young girl and yet, as shown in the play, 
participated in caricaturing her Irishness during her time in 
New York. A woman who, as a child, witnessed one of the 
most turbulent periods in Irish history, a period in which 
women played an unusually prominent role alongside men, 
and who then witnessed the regression to a pre-revolutionary 
Ireland in which women were firmly placed back in the 
kitchen. These dichotomies and contradictions, revealed by 
Bourke's research, need not be reconciled in critical interpre

tations of Brennan's work but should inform our under
standing of the conflicts in her psyche. Unfortunately, 
Donoghue's staging of Brennan comes across as rather too 
simplistic. The neat progression from hopeful start at the New 
Yorker offices to a failed marriage and languishing career and 
eventually to a psychological breakdown and ending with a 
hopeful recuperation fails to capture a more nuanced portrayal 
of Brennan's personal experience. The conversation created 
between the staged short stories and Brennan's personal 
reality feed into this neat progression through their seemingly 
explanatory function of Brennan's personal disintegration. 
Donoghue tells us in the program for Talk of the Town that she 
is attempting to "show through one decade the highs and lows 
of her (Bre1.1nan's) whole life in microcosm." However, in the 
course of her attempts the macrocosm of Brennan's life and 
career becomes distorted to the point where Donoghue's 
audience will draw the false conclusion that Brennan's fiction 
is representative of her reality. 

However, while Donoghue's characterization and plot 

might dismay, moments of clever script writing throughout 
will please Brennan fans. Those familiar with Bre:nnan's 
stories will find their expertise rewarded by recognizing 
dialogue from her short stories being utilized in conversations 
between Brennan and her colleagues. For example, when 
conversing with William Shawn Brennan retorts, "So the 
Nuns were right-I'm the devil's walking stick." This is a 

direct reference to Brennan's autobiographical short story 
"The Devil in Us." Instances such as these bring to life the 
narratives of Brennan's stories and create an interaction 
between Brennan and her writings in a way that does not 
distort but enlivens their subject matter. Unfortunately, in 
another instance of debate over creative interpretation, 

Donoghue caused tension by depicting Brennan as "a 
foul-mouthed Irishwoman ... a jester figure" (quotation also 
taken from production program). In a letter to the Irish Times 
(18 Oct 2012), titled "Minding Maeve Brennan's Language," 
Brennan's surviving family members sought to correct this 

assumption, and voiced the opinion that Donoghue was 
mistaken in scripting Brennan's character as constantly 
swearing. Rathei, they believe that such a representation of 

Brennan belied her mild-mannered aloofness and gave 
Donoghue's audience an inaccurate impressioll of Brennan's 

behavior at the New Yorker offici,.. 
Walker's animated embodiment of Brennan was easily 

one of the highlights of Donoghue/Comyn' s production. 
While her affectations were sometimes grating in their 
jumpiness and twitchiness, Walker's soliloquies were nothing 
short ofhypnotic. Slow, measured, and mellifluous they drew 
the audience into the environs of Brennan's stories and 
captured something of the emotion and beauty of her writing. 
It is when we are returned to the chaotic activity of 
Donoghue's stage and scripting that this spell snaps and we 
are left bereft of the understated elegance that characterized 
the writing and character of Maeve Brei-man. 

-New York University 

BY MICHAEL G CRONIN 

I N Borstal Boy (1958), Brendan Behan's 
fiCtionalized younger self finds a fellow 

Borstal inmate reading Frank Harris's Life of 

Oscar Wilde. The teenage Brendan is serving 

time for his part in a failed IRA bombing 
· campaign in Britain at the beginning of the 

Second World ·War. We are not surprised 
then to learn that in his childhood Brendan 
had conflated the story of Wilde's imprison
ment with the heroic tales of Irish rebels at 

the bar of British justice in which, as the 
child of a Republican family, he was steeped. 
Even when he began to suspect that it had 
something to do with sex, and asked his 
mother why Wilde was jailed he remembers 
her replying vaguely "his downfall-they 

brought him down the same as they did 
Parnell," a reply conceding that Wilde's was 
a sexual scandal, while insisting on the 
interpretive framework of British injustice 

towards an Irish patriot. In the prison library 
Brendan is now told exactly why Wilde was 
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imprisoned. He responds with studied 
insouciance- '"every tinker has his own way 
of dancing"-keen to stymie his worldly 
fellow irunate's satisfaction at shocking 
"Paddy," But since we have already seen the 
emotional intensity and palpable homo
eroticism of Brendan's friendship with an 
imprisoned young English sailor, Charlie, we 
can assume that this revelation about Wilde is 
more intimately charged for Brendan than his 
response suggests. 

EIBHEAR WALSHE 
OSCAR'S SHADOW' 

WILDE, HOMOSEXUALITY AND MODERN IRELAND. 

CORK: CORK UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2011. €39 

Behan's deft employment of the Wilde 
figure to convey the complex tempo of his 
young protagonist's political and sexual 
formation encapsulates a twentieth-century 
history of such uses in Irish literary and 
political discourse. It is this century-long 
history which Eibhear Walshe maps so 
assiduously in Oscar's Shadow. There are 
two salient currents running through his 
account. One is the recurring debates about 
Wilde's Irishness, differing perspectives on 
the significance of his Irish background for 
understanding his work, along with varied 
interpretations of his imprisonment within a 
nationalist, or latterly postcolonial, frame
work. The other is the equally recurring 
engagement with his queerness, from silence, 
obfuscation and homophobia during much of 
the twentieth century to the active mobiliza
tion of Wilde as a powerful totem for con
temporary Irish lesbians and gay men. As 
Walshe describes it, the relationship between 
these currents has been fraught. 

The book is organized chronologically, 
beginning with the coverage in the Irish press 
of Wilde's three trials and imprisonment in 
1895. Comparing this with the coverage in 
the English press, we see the same reticence 
about the precise nature ofWilde's crime and 
a concomitant tendency to represent Wilde's 
body, especially his dandified mode of 
self-presentation, as the site of disturbance. In 
other words, in the press focus on Wilde's 
physicality we can already see that powerful 
alignment of disparate ideas about sexuality, 
gender and class into the historically novel 
homosexual ''type" that would characterize 
the twentieth century; a process crucially 
determined by the powerful cultural figure of 
post-imprisonment Wilde, as Alan Sinfield 
bas demonstrated. But, as Walshe argues, the 
coverage in the nationalist Irish press was 
much less overtly horpophobic and displayed 

By SIMON WORKMAN 

THE IRISH POET, Louis MacNeice 
famously said of the roots of his 

identity that,"! cannot deny my past to which 
myself is wed/ the woven figure cannot undo 
its thread." This striking image implies, of 
course, that the self is historically determined, 
is inexorably braided by certain resonant 
contexts of youth. The image also offers an 
impression of a particularly complex indi
vidual, one bound by a plethora of different, 
perhaps competing, strands of ancestry. In a 
move which echoes such formulations of 
selfhood, it has become commonplace, and 
increasingly fashionable, for MacNeice 
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a marked sympathy for Wilde. This was partly 
out of respect for his mother, "Speranza," and 
her contribution to cultural nationalism, but, 
more generally, it was a historical function of 
the nationalist critique of the imperial admin
istration and a reflex support for any Irishman 
at odds with the British establishment. On the 
other hand, comparing the coverage of 
Wilde's trial with the 1884 trial of a group of 
Dublin Castle officials charged with sodomy 
and the coverage of the Irish Crown Jewels 
affair in 1907-when accusations of homo
sexuality were raised against the officials 
responsible for the security of the stolen 
jewels- it is clear that the nationalist press 
could be just as homophobic when colonial 
officials were in question, and there was 
much emphasis on homosexuality as a 

"foreign vice." (Walshe's account of the 1884 
trial is one of the book's more fascinating 
sections, offering a glimpse into a hitherto 
little known same-sex male subculture in 

Victorian Dublin.) 
This discrepancy-enthusiasm for 

Wilde's Irishness, unease with his homosexu
ality-is a recurring motif in the subsequent 
century of efforts to assimilate Wilde to the 
history of Irish nationalist, anti-colonial 
struggle. As Walshe demonstrates in the 
second chapter, this was particularly intense 

in the immediate aftermath of Wilde's death, 
which also coincided with the rich ferment of 
political and cultural activity during Ireland's 
revolutionary period. Walshe discusses a 
selection of essays by Joyce, Yeats, Shaw, 
and the other major writers of the period, 
charting how they each deployed Wilde to 
express their ideas about art and politics. In 
particular, he argues, Wilde "was comman

deered by fellow Anglo-Irish writers to 
become part of a particular tradition of Irish 
nationalist discourse ... his Protestant Anglo
Irish identity became an important protection 
for his homosexuality, as it was intertwined 
in these accounts with his mother's status as 
a nationalist poet" ( 18). 

By contrast, the decades after indepen
dence appear rather fallow in Walshe' s 
account; this is indicated by his extended 
discussion of Kate O'Brien's banned novel 

The Land of Spices (1941) and the Seanad 
debate on censorship, a now well-covered 
incident and only very tenuously connected to 
Wilde. In the later chapters, covering the 
period from 1980 to the present, Walshe 
demonstrates how the effort to position Wilde 
within Irish history was resumed with gusto 
in literary criticism, scholarly biographies, 
speeches, essay and plays. While surveying 
this work in some .detail, Walshe reiterates 
Lucy McDiarmid's skeptical dismantling of 

the trope of "Wilde in the dock as an Irish 
patriot" (still used in the 1990s by Seamus 
Heaney in a speech and subsequent essay, for 
instance). Likewise, echoing Alan Sinfield, 
Walshe argues that even in the more radical 
postcolonial versions ofWilde the discussion 
of his homosexuality continued to be deeply 
problematic, dependent on outmoded notions 
of gender inversion in Terry Eagleton's play 
Saint Oscar (1989), or effaced by a post
modern notion of indeterminacy and sub

version in Declan Kiberd's literary criticism .. 
As Walshe notes, "Rebel Wilde ... always 
subsumed the spectre of Queer Wilde" (93). 

Walshe is considerablymore appreciative 
of those attempts by Irish writers to fore
ground Wilde's queer sexuality and reclaim 
him as a gay forefather. A key figure here is 
Michea! MacLiamm6ir, whose life and career 
is discussed at length in the middle chapters. 
MacLiamrn6ir's trajectory was a curious 

obverse of Wilde's; an Englishman who 
moved to Ireland and adopted a highly 
stylized Irish persona, and whose sexuality 
was a potent open secret. His hugely success
ful one-man show, The Importance of Being 
Oscar, with its fascinating lapses and 

expressive silences about Wilde's sexuality, 
paved the way for the more explicit engage
ment with Wilde by Irish gay writers after 
decriminalization in 1993. Walshe discusses 
this work in some detail in the final chapter, 
situating it historically in relation to the 
evolution of the lesbian and gay rights move
ment and paying particular attention to three 
novelists: Calm T6ibin, Jamie O'Neill.and 
Emma Donoghue. For these writers, Wilde 
offers a richly productive route into imagina
tively recreating a sustaining sense of gay 

history for contemporary lesbians and gay 
men-a project which is ultimately concerned 
with transforming the present and the future. 
This avowedly queer project moved in 
tandem with a vibrant new appreciation of . 
Wilde in Irish mainstream culture-plaques 
and statues erected to commemorate his 
death, for instance. Though, as Walshe points 
out in conclusion, a debate in the letters pages 
of the newspapers in 20 I 0 about renaming 
Merrion Square as Oscar Wilde Gardens 
demonstrates that Wilde can still disturb Irish 
public discourse. 

As Walshe acknowledges, the model for 
Oscar's Shadow is Sinfield's The Wilde 
Century ( 1994), which mapped the complex, 
contradictory ideas about sex and gender 
identity mobilized around the figure of Wilde 
in twentieth-century English culture. While 
primarily a literary critic, Sinfield drew on 
diverse material, including memoirs, oral 
histories and other works of social history; 

The Woven Figure 
scholars to underline the hybridity of the 
poet's identity and national affiliations; to see 
him, indeed, as a "tourist" on both sides of 
the Irish sea, unable to integrate fully into 
either English or Irish society. 

Central to this version of MacNeice's 
biography is his troubled early life in Carrick
fergus aild the difficult relationship with his 
father, Frederick MacNeice (1866-1942). In 
much of his autobiographical writing, Louis 
portrays his childhood as a socially isolated 
and lonely time, made more difficult by the 
fact that his father was both a Protestant 
bishop as well as a Home Ruler. Louis's 
assessment of his father's Nationalist 

credentials, which is outlined most notably in 
his autobiography The Stings are False, bas 
been largely accepted by MacNeice scholars 
who have understood Frederick's MacNeice' s 
striking political stance as a contributing 
factor to the poet's sense of being a "dis
placed person." However, David Fitzpatrick, 
in his new biography of Frederick MacNeice, 
is significantly more sleptical of Louis's 
portrayal of his father's political perspectives 
and the poet's representation ofhis childhood 
life in Carrickfergus. Indeed, throughout the 
course of "Solitary and Wild," Fitzpatrick 
deftlyunstitches Louis's "finely embroidered 
autobiographical writings" to illustrate how 

the book is studded with illuminating 
vignettes about the resonance attached to 
Wilde across the social spectrum. Aside from 
the examination of the press archives in the 
early chapter, Walshemainlydiscusses works 
of literature and literary criticism; in other 
words, the discussion is largely confined to 

elite ·discourse and one gets little sense of 
how Wilde was viewed more generally in the 
society. In particular, one gets little sense of 
what Wilde may have meant to those lrisli 
men who, as Walshe reminds us, continued to 
be harassed and imprisoned under the same 
law well into the twentieth century. There 
may, of course, be a practical-explanation for 
this-the absence of such sources. 

However, the comparison with Sinfi_eld's 

work also raises a significant conceptual 
problem. For Sinfield, the Wilde figure 
continued to be so powerfully charged into 
the late twentieth century because the ideas 
about sex and gender clustered around that 
figure remain so intensely volatile and 
contradictory, even after second-wave 
feminism and gay liberation. By contrast, for 
Colm T6ibin or Jamie O'Neill the figure of 
Wilde tends to prefigure a more settled 
post-Stonewall, egalitarian ideal of middle
class gay masculinity, and Walshe's sympa
thetic reading leaves the politics of this 
largely unexamined. To use Walshe's own 
trope, Oscar's shadow may alternatively be 
Oscar's mirror-reassuringly reflecting back 
to us what we Want to see. This lacuna in 
Walshe's analysis stands in contrast with the 
rigorous critique he rightly applies to Marxist 
postcolonial interpretations of Wilde. The 
inconsistency is perhaps a structural weak
ness, determined by the decision to set the 
"Irish" and "Queer" Wildes in such stark 
opposition and to reiterate that in nationalist 
and postcolonial discourse Wilde's sexuality 
must always be subordinated. In this respect, 
it is telling that his relatively brief discussion 
of Behan cites a rather antiseptic account of 
the. Borstal library episode from Michael 
O'Sulllivan's biography raiher than the more 
suggestive, fictionalized version from 
Behan's novel, which, as we have seen, lends 

itself to more nuanced readings. 

Though marred slightly by some poor 
editing---especially the repetition of some 
material-the writing is fluent, elegant and 
lively. Brimming with fascinating details and 
sharp insights, this book makes a significant 
contribution to the study of lesbian and gay 
history in twentieth-century Ireland, and 
demonstrates Walshe's passion and scholarly 
commitment. • 

-National University of Ireland, Maynooth 

the poet has woven a compelling, if skewed, 
portrait of his father, which was driven in part 
by a desire for personal reconciliation. What 
Fitzpatrick convincingly proves is that 
MacNeice's father was not in fact the Home 

Ruler his son portrayed him to be, but a 
politically more nuanced and guarded figure 
who, in later life, reinterpreted parts of his 
earlier career in order to pursue a more 
intercommunal, irenic approach to the social 
and religious difficulties in the troubled 
North of Ireland. 

"Solitary and Wild" begins with a 
scrutiny Of the circumstances of Frederick 
MacNeice's early childhood on Omey Island, 




